ACADEMIC DEAN AND PROVOST NOTICE 12335

From: Academic Dean and Provost

Subj: ANNOUNCEMENT OF FACULTY PROMOTIONS

1. Purpose. To announce those members of the faculty whose promotions have been approved.

2. Action. The following members of the faculty will be promoted to the rank and career status indicated. There will be a public ceremony, at 1545, on Tuesday, 7 April 2015 in Memorial Hall to honor these promotees.

   a. Associate Professor effective mid-August 2015:

      Commander David M. Ruth, USN  Mathematics

   b. Associate Professor with tenure effective mid-August 2015:

      Sharika D. Crawford  History
      Carolyn Q. Judge  Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering
      Michael R. Kellermann  Political Science
      Brian A. Munson  Mathematics
      David J. Phillips  Mathematics
      Donald L. Wallace  History

   c. Full Professor effective mid-August 2015:

      R. Temple Cone  English
      Amy E. Ksir  Mathematics
      Jeffrey A. Larsen  Physics
      Shirley Lin  Chemistry
      Dianne J. Luning-Prak  Chemistry
      Thomas M. McCarthy  History
      Jenelle A. Piepmeier  Weapons and Systems Engineering
      Brian J. Rehill  Chemistry
      Jamie L. Schlessman  Chemistry
      Virginia F. Smith  Chemistry
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